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About me

• Degrees in Engineering and Management

• Area of work: Energy Consultancy

• Primar y interests: star tups and new business development

In this presentation

• My route to Soft Systems Methodology

• What happens when you mix drawing, programming and business

• Using SSM to help organisations on their sustainability journey

• Some geeky stuff

What to take away

• Computers are good and, when used right, can supercharge SSM
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Drawing a story
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Introduction to Soft Systems Methodology
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The lightbulb moment
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A few years later...
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What makes a project go ahead?
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Case Study Wor k

Context

Sheffield Renewables (SR) is a community and social enterpr ise that
develops, funds, builds, owns and operates renewable energy schemes.

it has successfully delivered on its original vision — but is now trying to
define what it should do next.

More of the same, or something entirely different?

Tw o other case studies involve large, global organisations looking to become
more sustainable as they tranfor m to becoming low-carbon businesses while
also managing costs.

Can SSM help?
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What have we obser ved?

1. Emergence: Using a computer that acts like an infinite sheet of paper
allows us to capture much more detail in a rich picture, resulting in
conceptual structures emerging from the wor kshop session.

2. Fried egg shapes and curved arrows: The point about hand-drawn
models is that they under mine "apparent certainty" but this wor k also
suggests that looking at the models as a programming exercise, effectively
"coding a model" can help with an iterative approach and mindset.

3. A route from general to specific: As we zoom into areas of interest the
link between general and specific areas remains clear and strong, resulting
in going from explor ing the problem situation to specific action steps in as
fe w as two sessions.

4. Separating front and back end development: Soft Systems helps a
team understand a situation but to persuade others to accept the results we
need to present the result using a different approach.

5. Avoiding Errors: There are two types of errors — errors of commission
and errors of omission and SSM helps avoid the for mer par ticularly well.
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Obser vations

1. Emergence: Using a computer that acts like an infinite sheet of paper
allows us to capture much more detail in a rich picture, resulting in
conceptual structures emerging from the wor kshop session.
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Emergence
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Emergence
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Emergence
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Emergence

Appreciate history
and delivery
track record

Reflect on what
makes us unique
and why others

should work with us

Plan for what
is needed to

create a sustainable
organisation

Consider desirable
size and potential

for the organisation

Reflect on how
to get relationships

and movement
in our territory

Consider how to
deliver our services

effectively

Plan for a
portfolio of projects
that are consistent

with our values
and ambition
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Finding out about a problem situation

Rich Pictures: Session 1
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Identifying problematic areas

Appreciate history
and delivery
track record

Reflect on what
makes us unique
and why others

should work with us

Plan for what
is needed to

create a sustainable
organisation

Consider desirable
size and potential
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Reflect on how
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and movement
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Consider how to
deliver our services

effectively

Plan for a
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that are consistent

with our values
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Coming up with relevant purposeful activity models

Rich Pictures: Session 2
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Formulating a purposeful activity model

Why Us

Appreciate access to
lower cost sources

of community finance

Appreciate goals and
self imposed constraints

that come with
a community enterprise

model

Consider marketing
options to reach

viable market segments

Articulate long-term
interests in owning

or selling assets

Define key activities
that we want to

do as an organisation

Appreciate mix of skills
and capabilities needed
for a sustainable board

Explore the most
efficient ways
of working as

an organisation
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Obser vations

1. Emergence: Using a computer that acts like an infinite sheet of paper
allows us to capture much more detail in a rich picture, resulting in
conceptual structures emerging from the wor kshop session.

2. Fried egg shapes and curved arrows: The point about hand-drawn
models is that they under mine "apparent certainty" but this wor k also
suggests that looking at the models as a programming exercise, effectively
"coding a model" can help with an iterative approach and mindset.
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Fr ied-egg shapes and curved arrows
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Coding a model

P r o j e c t  s c o p e

1 .  Apprec i a t e  t he  na tu re  o f  t he  da t a

2 .  Iden t i fy  how to  ge t  the  da ta  re l i ab ly  and  regu la r ly

3 .  Se t  up  p rocesses  to  co l l ec t  da ta

4 .  Se t  up  Exce l  shee t s  to  co l l ec t  da ta

6 .  P rocess  da t a  and  comple t e  no rma l i sa t ion  ca l cu la t ions

5 .  Apprec ia te  need  for  growth  and f lex ib i l i ty

7 .  P r e p a r e  d a t a  p r e s e n t a t i o n s
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Obser vations

1. Emergence: Using a computer that acts like an infinite sheet of paper
allows us to capture much more detail in a rich picture, resulting in
conceptual structures emerging from the wor kshop session.

2. Fried egg shapes and curved arrows: The point about hand-drawn
models is that they under mine "apparent certainty" but this wor k also
suggests that looking at the models as a programming exercise, effectively
"coding a model" can help with an iterative approach and mindset.

3. A route from general to specific: As we zoom into areas of interest the
link between general and specific areas remains clear and strong, resulting
in going from explor ing the problem situation to specific action steps in as
fe w as two sessions.
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A route from general to specific

Problem situation
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A route from general to specific

Problem situation

Area of interest
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A route from general to specific

Problem situation

Area of interest

Conceptual model
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A route from general to specific

Problem situation

Area of interest

Conceptual model

Project model
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A route from general to specific

Problem situation

Area of interest

Conceptual model

Project model

Actions
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Case notes
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Obser vations

1. Emergence: Using a computer that acts like an infinite sheet of paper
allows us to capture much more detail in a rich picture, resulting in
conceptual structures emerging from the wor kshop session.

2. Fried egg shapes and curved arrows: The point about hand-drawn
models is that they under mine "apparent certainty" but this wor k also
suggests that looking at the models as a programming exercise, effectively
"coding a model" can help with an iterative approach and mindset.

3. A route from general to specific: As we zoom into areas of interest the
link between general and specific areas remains clear and strong, resulting
in going from explor ing the problem situation to specific action steps in as
fe w as two sessions.

4. Separating front and back end development: Soft Systems helps a
team understand a situation but to persuade others to accept the results we
need to present the result using a different approach.
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Developing wor k packages

Collaborative exploration and identification of problematic
areas
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Presenting wor k to a wider audience
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Creating a viable commercial model
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Obser vations

1. Emergence: Using a computer that acts like an infinite sheet of paper
allows us to capture much more detail in a rich picture, resulting in
conceptual structures emerging from the wor kshop session.

2. Fried egg shapes and curved arrows: The point about hand-drawn
models is that they under mine "apparent certainty" but this wor k also
suggests that looking at the models as a programming exercise, effectively
"coding a model" can help with an iterative approach and mindset.

3. A route from general to specific: As we zoom into areas of interest the
link between general and specific areas remains clear and strong, resulting
in going from explor ing the problem situation to specific action steps in as
fe w as two sessions.

4. Separating front and back end development: Soft Systems helps a
team understand a situation but to persuade others to accept the results we
need to present the result using a different approach.

5. Avoiding Errors: There are two types of errors — errors of commission
and errors of omission and SSM helps avoid the for mer par ticularly well.
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Do we have something here?
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How about here?
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Summing up

1. Emergence: Using a computer that acts like an infinite sheet of paper
allows us to capture much more detail in a rich picture, resulting in
conceptual structures emerging from the wor kshop session.

2. Fried egg shapes and curved arrows: The point about hand-drawn
models is that they under mine "apparent certainty" but this wor k also
suggests that looking at the models as a programming exercise, effectively
"coding a model" can help with an iterative approach and mindset.

3. A route from general to specific: As we zoom into areas of interest the
link between general and specific areas remains clear and strong, resulting
in going from explor ing the problem situation to specific action steps in as
fe w as two sessions.

4. Separating front and back end development: Soft Systems helps a
team understand a situation but to persuade others to accept the results we
need to present the result using a different approach.

5. Avoiding Errors: There are two types of errors — errors of commission
and errors of omission and SSM helps avoid the for mer par ticularly well.
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Any questions?

Contact

www.kar thik-suresh.com

k.suresh@jayamony.co.uk

www.linkedin.com/in/kar thiksuresh0
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